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Where has all the money gone!
Posted by Newsline - 09 Apr 2013 13:52
_____________________________________

Newsline

Tom Taylor

Reporter

In October 2011 we were informed that a group - Eastwood Nursery Allotments Association (ENAA) had
leased a substantial section of land from East Renfrewshire Council.

After much hard work by volunteers on the site, in April 2012 we were then informed that “In a few
weeks’ time we would see gardeners starting to sow their first seeds of spring, and this area will become
an active and attractive piece of the park” and that in addition a herb garden had been created on the
site.

Almost £70,000 in public grants has been received by this group to develop what we would know as
good old fashioned ‘allotments’

With the appearance this week of the spring sunshine we went along to see how well these allotments
have developed over the twelve months that have elapsed.

When we visited the site we could find no discernable signs of activity by ‘actual’ plot holders in the past
year.

This is how the site looks this week.

Papers that Newsline have obtained indicate that there has been £68,795 acquired by way of grants
from public organisations. £3600 has been paid for drainage and £225 paid for compost beds.
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Of the remaining money £31,546 has been earmarked for connection to water and electricity supply,
greenhouse foundations, greenhouse, top soil, individual plot fencing, pathways and disabled surfaces,
poly tunnel, communal shed, outreach materials, community event, outreach officer, weighing scales
and project management and yet all that appears to be left is a bank balance of £4868.55 and £169.70
in petty cash.

We found no evidence of buildings, greenhouses, plot fencing etc.

These papers also indicate that this sum includes £29,548 that was received via a grant from CSGN
(Central Scotland Green Network) and paid to TRA, the chair of which is Lisa Marie Robertson and
apparently she holds the audited accounts for these monies. 

TRA refers to Thornliebank Residents Association, of which the chair (Lisa Marie Robertson) is also the
secretary of ENAA and she is also the treasurer of East Renfrewshire - Disability Action. 

Which raises the question, why did monies intended for ENAA end up in the accounts of the TRA?

As TRA's are statutory bodies we have requested to see a copy of their recent accounts. 

Enquiries have revealed that a number of people have concerns with regards to other matters.

Newsline has requested comments from the following, amongst others:

1) Iain McLean, Head of Planning - who was referred to by the secretary to the ENAA, as having been
involved in the preparation of a new constitution and stating that they could exclude the public from the
AGM. 

ERC - PR Department refused to answer our questions put to Ian McLean and referred us back to the
association.

2) Lisa Marie Robertson, Secretary to the Association
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Despite our questions being directed to the secretary, her only response has been she 'would need to
put it to the committee'. Newsline has since pointed out our enquiries are centred on ‘her’ actions and
not the committee's, but she has still failed to respond.

3) Councillor Vincent Waters, Convernor of the Environment. 

The Cllr has ignored our request and failed to respond. 

As a consequnce of this silence we have been unable to obtain answers to the following questions.

• Why was it necessary to place a bouncer on the door at the AGM as it is normally incumbent on these
associations to hold their meetings in public?

• Why was it felt necessary for the secretary to call the police to remove a member of the public who had
simply requested entry to the AGM? 

• Why were members of the local community excluded from the AGM yet Cllr Vincent Waters was invited
and chaired the meeting at one point.

• Why was in necessary to alter their constitution to include such things as the advancement of the arts,
heritage, culture or science. The relief of those in need by reason of age, ill-health, disability, financial
hardship or other disadvantage,

• The association’s secretary stated that ERC had been heavily involved in the preparation of their
constitution. Why would this be so, do ERC not have a potential conflict as the landlords. 

• Why did the association’s secretary state that Iain McLean, Head of Planning at ERC had advised that
members of the public could be excluded from the AGM?

• Why have personal associations that may be relevant not been declared?
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• Why will the ENAA's secretary not speak with Newsline on this matter?

• Why will ERC’s PR Section not speak with Newsline on this matter?

Given the sums of public money involved, should total transparency not be paramount.

============================================================================

Re: Where has all the money gone!
Posted by lgm - 23 Feb 2017 20:48
_____________________________________

the engineers report says the wall is not sound and should be replaced 

There was no backfill when I was there, but if this was put in, surely digging it out to replace with soil will
only serve to allow the weakening of an already weak wall. 

The taxpayers' money should not be spent on the wall for which ENAA is responsible. They have shown
they could raise over £30,000 in the past. Let them fundraise for their own maintenance costs, which
should include replacing this wall with the proper spec. Actually, the builder who claimed for brick but
substituted breeze block, causing the wall to be unsound, should be paying for its reinstatement.

============================================================================

Re: Where has all the money gone!
Posted by Gerry - 23 Feb 2017 22:35
_____________________________________

Not again, I thought this had been put to bed for good but Fletcher must owe this female staff member
big time. Why did they have to pay for a second engineer's report, There is no need, and at a cost of
several thousand of pounds no doubt. Still five grand to shut the woman up is not bad Fletcher. It's only
our money, not yours.

============================================================================
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